ABSTRACT

The present study tries to study the eminent personality of Imam Hussein (peace be upon him) as the Shiites’ third Imam in the Islam World and the son of Imam Ali (peace be upon him) and it especially deals with an analysis of the Gnostic aspect of his existence and his amorous Ashura’ee movement and it also depicts a particle of his mystic unification with his beloved so as to visualize this full-length divine mirror whose existence is the manifestation, from head to toe, of the God’s quintessence on earth by means of which his lovers will gain a more perfect cognizance and become more ennobled by this complete human being and, similarly, those who have only heard a name of his highness learn about him and what he has done. Maybe, in this breadth of the universe, there are still individuals who have not even heard his name and know nothing about his personality and this is going to make the Shiites’ responsibility heavier because he has not been introduced and made known to everyone out of the default of the Shiites who have fallen short of doing so and in not doing so they have fallen into the hands of negligence and sinfulness because Imam Hussein (peace be upon him) was a man of the human beings’ lineage and he came to a full cognizance of his God and carried out a revolutionary and Gnostic and amorous movement to implement the divine rules on this earthly arena and created a stream called Ashura on which day he and a group of other Ashura’ee mystics took whatever they had on their palms and sacrificed their lives for their beloved to oppose the tyranny and despotic powers of their time and this disposition and way of conduct and amorous and Gnostic unification with the Deity is what every free and justice-loving human being finds lovely.
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INTRODUCTION

“Who is this Hussein about whom the entire world is crazed, what kind of a candle he is that souls are all his butterflies” (Diwan Muhtasham Kashani)

Really, who is this Hussein by the recognition of whom one can get to know the God? Is it enough to only know that he is the third Imam of the Shiites of the Islam world and he is the son of the first Shiite’s Imam, Imam Ali (peace be upon him)? Although there are books written and poems recited about Imam Hussein and his divine love and rise not only by the Shiite or Muslim writers but also by the followers of the other religions and schools some questions are raised which are pointed out in the following sentences, including 1) What is Imam Hussein’s position in the universe?; 2) What has been the reason behind his Gnostic and amorous movement as well as his motivation and objective for taking such an Ashura’ee Movement?; 3) What is the reason behind the hearts’ pounding for him; 4) Why such a movement is always fresh and generic, though a long time has passed; 5) How is the quality of the historical effect and reflexion of such a movement?; 6) How can this personality be recognized and discerned of its cognizance and love and how can he be made known to the humanity? And, more importantly, how can one achieve a divine love through the affection for Imam Hussein?

Therefore, the reason why such a subject matter has been selected and the need for investigating about it is to, in the first place, introduce the Imam Hussein’s personality as a perfect human being to the humanity because in Shiites’ mind, imams are the successors of the prophet and quite the same way that the prophet is the role-model and the pattern to be copied by the humanity and possesses a chastity rank Imams, as well, are the role-models and the patterns to be followed by the humanity and they also have chastity ranks; moreover, Imam’s chastity incorporates immunity from sin and immunity from fault and mistake and it is based on these two logical and intellectual reasons that imams become perfect human beings and deserve to be entitled as role-models and gnosis which is the peak of the cognizance and insight of the God and the roadmap for reaching to the love of the deity for the wayfarer of the path of truth is practically reflected and objectively sampled in a perfect human being who has finished the path and enjoyed the unification of Him and, now, the question is raised as “who can demand for such a claim?” Who, other than the immaculate imam, can claim that s/he is a perfect human being? Who has been bestowed with a chastity rank due to his readiness and purity of the body and soul to become capacitated to receive the medal of a perfect human being by the God himself for his being a perfect servant of Him; Imam Hussein was a wayfarer who left behind the seven towns of love: 1. the oasis of needfulness, 2. the oasis of love, 3. the oasis of cognizance, 4. the oasis of needlessness, 5. the oasis of monotheism, 6. the oasis of amazement, 7. the oasis of evanescence (Attar, 1341, p.210)

“Attar wandered in the seven cities of love, we are still at the turn of an alley” (Mowlavi)

His companions, the same Gnostic fellows of the day ten (Ashuraiyan), following the lead of their Imam, attained two cognizance stances: 1. recognition of their own selves, 2. recognition of the God and they stepped in the path of Imam Hussein which was the same very path of truth and faded in their Imam and their God and created a movement called
Ashura’e Gnosis that will last forever for the thirsty souls of the truth and the followers of the path of God.

The Felicitous Birth Date of His Highness Imam Hussein (peace be upon him):
Imam Hussein (peace be upon him) stepped into the realm of existence on the third day of Sha‘aban (Zehni Tehrani, 2001, p.7).

Imam Hussein (peace be upon him)’s Position in the World of Creation:
When Imam Hussein (peace be upon him) was born, the Great Islam’s apostle (may Allah bestow him and his sacred progeny with the best of His regards) ordered Asma’ Bent Amis to bring his child.

Asma’ wrapped his highness in a white garment and presented him before the honorable Prophet (may Allah bestow him and his sacred progeny with the best of His regards); his highness took and placed him on his lap and whispered Azan in his right ear and Issama in his left ear. At this time Gabriel descended on them and said “the eminent God hails on you and orders that because Ali (peace be upon him) to you is like Aaron to Moses so you should name the child after the beautiful name of the youngest son of Aaron, Shabir, the Arabic equivalent of which is Hussein. It is famous and popular that His Highness lived fifty seven years in this world which is considered fifty eight years by some others. His Highness was martyred by the hands of the filthiest creatures of the human world in the year 61 Hegira in a plain called Naynava which was also known as Karbala Land.

The imamate duration of his highness has been eleven or twelve years (Ibid, 2001, p.8).

A Succinct Description of His Highness’s Excellent Qualities and Superior Features:
His Highness was the collective sample of all the good qualities and moral features, for instance regarding His Excellency’s humbleness, the late Majlesi in Behar Al-Anwar, volume forty four, page one hundred and eighty nine, quotes Sa’adi, and states “His Highness Hussein, the son of Ali (peace be upon him), was passing a neighborhood and reached to a group of poor people who had spread their garment and were busy eating a plain food, and called His Highness: Lo! Son of the God’s apostle, please sit down and eat with us. His Highness accepted their invitation, sat on his knees in the circle of them and began eating with them and then ordered that the God does not like the haughty individuals and then ordered that I accepted your invitation, will you accept mine? They said: yes, son of the God’s prophet, then they got up and accompanied his highness to his house. His highness ordered the servant to prepare whatever he has stored. There are numerous Hadith regarding the generosity of the existence of this great man of God. His highness used to quote the Great Islam Apostle (may Allah bestow him and his sacred progeny with the best of His regards) in saying that the best and the most supreme deed, after saying prayers, is making the believers happy in such a manner that it does not cause depravity and also there are multiplicity of news and Hadith regarding his highness’s chivalry and courage and the heart-rending incident in Karbala suflects the justification of this statement because the lowest number of his enemies was thirty thousand people and the highest number of his Excellency’s army did not surpass two hundred individuals; however, this God’s dear person did not let the tiniest bit of fear enter his heart rather he resisted those cunning individuals with all his power and vigor, though all his deeds were martyred before his highness while thirst and hunger, in their utmost extent and beyond what could be imagined, had put his highness in hardship and stricture and finally he started raiding on that sea of troops and killed them and burnt the low-ambition inferiors’ stack of life by the flaming sword in such a way that, based on what has been recorded and reported in the narrations of the fight, he sent one thousand and nine hundred of them to the hell and this number should be summed with the quantity of the injured ones and the killing of this number of individuals all happened within a few hours and this event is among the wonders of the time and, verily, neither has it had a match in the past nor will it be recurred in future.

The Innocent Imam’s Recommendations to his Brother Muhammad Ben Hanifeh:

“As God wills, may all the good and moral features, for instance regarding His Excellency’s excellencies with the best of His regards) in saying that the best and the most supreme deed, after saying prayers, is making the believers happy in such a manner that it does not cause depravity and also there are multiplicity of news and Hadith regarding his highness’s chivalry and courage and the heart-rending incident in Karbala suflects the justification of this statement because the lowest number of his enemies was thirty thousand people and the highest number of his Excellency’s army did not surpass two hundred individuals; however, this God’s dear person did not let the tiniest bit of fear enter his heart rather he resisted those cunning individuals with all his power and vigor, though all his deeds were martyred before his highness while thirst and hunger, in their utmost extent and beyond what could be imagined, had put his highness in hardship and stricture and finally he started raiding on that sea of troops and killed them and burnt the low-ambition inferiors’ stack of life by the flaming sword in such a way that, based on what has been recorded and reported in the narrations of the fight, he sent one thousand and nine hundred of them to the hell and this number should be summed with the quantity of the injured ones and the killing of this number of individuals all happened within a few hours and this event is among the wonders of the time and, verily, neither has it had a match in the past nor will it be recurred in future.

The Innocent Imam’s Recommendations to his Brother Muhammad Ben Hanifeh:

This is a testament that is ordered by Hussein Ben Ali to his brother Muhammad, known as Ibn Hanifeh: Hussein testimonies that the eminent God is one and he has no partner and that Muhammad (may Allah Bestow him and his sacred progeny with the best of His regards) is the servant and apostle of the God and he has brought the truth on behalf of the elevated and sublime God. He testimonies that the heaven and hell are right and that Qamra will undoubtedly come and the glorious and exalted God will resurrect the dead from their graves and will take them out of the tombs and I testify that I did not left Medina with the intention of corruption and haughtiness and claiming for sultanate rather I have risen to erect corrections among my grandfather’s nation, to enjoin good and prevent depravity and behave according to the favorable way of conduct exercised by my ancestor, the most praiseworthy and empowered, and my reverend father, the most repeatedly-attacking lion, So, should anyone accept my saying, which is the utter truth, the sublime God is more deserving to accept the truth from him and he who turns away and denies me I will wait for the God to judge (Ibid, pp.63–64). And, this is my recommendation to you, lo, my brother and there is no accomplishment for you unless it is willed by the God and I trust in God and return to Him. Abu Mohammah writes, in Maqtal Al-Hussein, that “one of the individuals who warned his highness from moving to Kufa was Abdullah Ben Abbas and the exposition about this event has been stated by the late Wa’eiz Ghazavini in Riaz Al-Quds: When the king of the martyrs and the lord of the innocents set out on a journey from the Great Mecca to Kufa, several individuals tried to make him withdraw going there and put forth their reasons, but his highness did not accept. One of these was Abdullah Ben Abbas who attended Imam’s presence and said “may I be sacrificed for you although it is a mark of negligence and ignorance in perception for such a worthless thing like me to advise and guide such a great figure like you but, may I be your devotee, please do not go out of Mecca and do not get distant from the sanctum of your ancestor, the God’s apostle. Remember that your great father left the two sanctums and went Araghayn, have you not know what happened to him. The people of Kufa are the people who you
know better than me what they did to your brother, Hassan, the chosen one, they pillaged his tents, injured him and submitted him to the enemy and you, my majesty, will not be safe from him and you should not trust in their promises because the people of Kufa do not keep their promises.

His Highness ordered: “you, the son of my uncle, [should know that] the people of Kufa have written letters to me and pleaded me to go there and guide them and if I do not go there what do I have to answer the God. Then the fifth of the Ale-Aba tried a divination on the Holy Quran and this Aya was opened: “تَفْسِيرُ كَلِّ سُنُنٍ” خِضْطًا، meaning that “every soul tastes death and, verily, we will compensate you on the day of resurrection” (Ale Imran: 185).

His Highness ordered: “Allah speaks of the truth and his apostle speaks of the truth, that saying by my grandfather at sleep and this holy Quran divination are all indicators of my martyrdom” and then he ordered Ibn Abbas: “I have made my mind to set out on a journey to Iraq and let everything to the hands of the divine source and he continued again that I am determined to go to Kufa and no one can make me change my mind, there are secrets in this trip that are required to be unveiled and I heard from my magnanimous grandfather and grand-ranking father that the God’s apostle ordered me to begin a journey out from Medina to Iraq. You, the son of my uncle we have the knowledge of calamities and fixed terms of everyone’s death. The book of ages is with us, I am left with no uncle we have the knowledge of calamities and fixed terms of everyone’s death. The book of ages is with us. I am left with no

“I have said it many times and I will say it again, that such a bedazzled person like me does not get on the road by his will” “If I am a thorn or if I am a flower, there is a savanna-decorating one, I grow by the same hand of he who fosters me” “If I am a thorn or if I am a flower, there is a savanna-decorating one, I grow by the same hand of he who fosters me” Abdollah Ben Abbas said: “may I be sacrificed for you, now that I am determined to go to Kufa and no one can make me change my mind, there are secrets in this trip that are required to be unveiled and I heard from my magnanimous grandfather and grand-ranking father that the God’s apostle ordered me to begin a journey out from Medina to Iraq. You, the son of my uncle we have the knowledge of calamities and fixed terms of everyone’s death. The book of ages is with us, I am left with no uncle we have the knowledge of calamities and fixed terms of everyone’s death. The book of ages is with us. I am left with no

Two Pages of the History of Karbala:

Ashura Incident and the history of Karbala have two pages: one is white and brilliant and the other is dark and black and mixed with tyranny; both of these pages are either unprecedented or scarce. But, the black and dark page is so because we only bear witness to unprecedented or rare atrocities therein and approximately twenty types of woefulness and wretchedness are seen in such an act of treason to the extent that such a crime might never be seen in the world with the same diversity and Karbala Incident is a crime and a tragedy, it is a catastrophe, it is a mourning. When we look at this page we see the murdering of innocents, youths, infants, raiding on the dead bodies by galloping horses, refraini ng from giving water to a human being, lacing the children and women, mounting the captives on camels with no saddles and so forth.

Thus, when we study the dark page of the history, we only see the crimes and the mourning of the humanities.

So, if we wish to recount it in the format of a poem, what should we say? We should recite elegy and nothing else is left for us to say except dirge.

We should say:

From those thirsty people it can still be heard the cry of thirst called out from the desert of Karbala and reaching to Capella (Diwan Muhtasham)

But, is the Ashura history only this one page? Is it only mourning? Is it only calamity and nothing else? This is our mistake, this history has another page whose hero is not anymore Mo’aviyeh’s son; neither is it Sa’ad’s Son and not even Shemr; there the hero is Hussein. In those pages, there is no crime, no tragedy; rather there is epic, pride and brilliancy, manifestation of truth and humanity, of worshipping the righteous. Looking at that page, we say the humanity has the right to be proud of itself. Hussein was killed and beheaded on a day, but his highness Hussein is not only this, Hussein is not like the ordinary people and he will become livelier after death.
Hussein’s tomb is Ka’aba for the owners of the heart (Motahhari, 1980,v1,p.14). Her Highness Zaynab told Yazid the same thing. She told him: “you have made a mistake. Use whatever the plot you have but be sure you cannot kill my brother and make him forgotten, my brother has another way of living. He did not die rather he became more animate” (Behar Al-Anwar,v.44,p.135).

Great Soul:
Hussein Ben Ali (peace be upon him) is a great soul and a sacred soul. Essentially the body falls in trouble when the soul becomes great and the body falls in comfort when the soul becomes small. This is a simple math. It does not matter if the sons of Abbas come and prohibit, Hussein does not allow? Mottanebi, the famous Arab poet, has a good poem:

“And, if the souls become great, they will encumber the bodies in reaching goals” (Motanani Diwan, v.2,p.267, Dar Al-Bayan, Baghdad)

They say when the soul becomes great, the body and physique have no choice but to follow the soul, fall in trouble and become uncomfortable, but the little souls chase the wishes of the body, they obey whatever is ordered by the body. Inferior souls are at the chase of position and tenure, the little soul falls for every misery and inferiority because it wants to be comfortable but the great soul satiates the body with barley bread, then makes it get up and says now you have to vigil all night. When the great soul sees the tiniest default in duty, tells the body to put the head inside the oven to feel the heat and never perform a breach of duty in the orphan’s affairs. The great soul wishes to get killed on the path of divine goals and its great objectives, then his head’s crown is halved but it still thanks God. When the soul became great, it has to happen to bear three hundred injuries on Ashura. The body that is trampled down under the horses’ hoof has been penalized for having a great soul.

At the Verge of Martyrdom:
When the sky became dark to Hussein and his assistors, they stood awake all night and said prayers and whispered entreaty. And, Imam Hussein (peace be upon him) recited this honorable Aya:

وَلَا يَسْتَبْغِلْ نَفْسٌ مِّنَ الْإِنْيَانِ إِلَّا مَنْ كَانَ لَهُ مَصِيرٌ وَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُؤْمِنُ بِهِ لَا إِلَٰهَ إِلَّا هُوَ وَلَدَّ،

“meaning there is no change and power but to the hands of God. When the soul becomes great, it has to happen to be sure you cannot kill my brother and make him forgotten, my brother’s message.

Friendship with the God, Superior to all Friendships:
We love our children, didn’t Hussein? He surely did more than us. Did Abraham, Khalillullah, not love his Ishmael? He surely did more than us because he was more human than us and these affections are the human fondness; he was more human than we are and he necessarily had stronger humanity affections. Hussein Ben Ali, as well, loved his children more than we do, but, in the meantime, he adored the God more than anything and everyone. Before God and on the way of God, he saw nothing (Motahhari, 1980,p.210).

Imam Hussein (peace be upon him)’s Peacefulness:
Tranquility is the state of comfort and confidence which emerges in a human being as a result of his high belief in monotheism. Ashura is the day Hussein Ben Ali (peace be upon him) ascended. It is a day we should take a beam of Hussein’s soul, his zeal, his resistance and patience and love and gnosiss so as to get awakened. One of the very famous writers, Abbas Ben Mahmoud Aqaid, says that on Ashura there was a contest between Hussein-like characteristics. His patience, satisfaction, sincerity, courage and love, all of them wanted to take over and the thing that was very clear and distinct on Ashura was his peacefulness. His confidence, tranquility, strength and the vigor of his heart all of which originated from his love, gnosiss and cognizance had captured his entire being. He was not doubtful that, on Ashura, he has to give whatever he has to the God and it actually happened and he sacrificed whatever he had for his friend. He used to say he loved to sacrifice his life (Ibid,p.276).

It is written as soon as he said the morning prayers with his followers, he addressed them and ordered “my followers, be ready. Death is nothing more than a bridge that passes you from a world to another, from a very harsh world to a very excellent and honorable and tender world”.

When Umar Ben Sa’d’s army came to Hussein (peace be upon him) in the morning, his highness rose up his two hands and pleaded “Lo, God, you are the one I confide in every hardship and grief and you are my hope in every encumbrance and you are my assurance and assistor in every problem that happens for me. In many of the sorrows as a result of which the hearts turned weak and the solutions became incompetent and friends left me alone and the enemies become happy, when I took it to you and complained about it to your court, I could not find any solution to it but you, and you opened it for me and removed it from me, you are the owner of every blessing, the possessor of every goodness and the ultimacy of every wish (cited from Tariikh-e-Tabari)
Karbala Incident monotheistic and Gnostic Dimensions:

It is exactly monotheism and Gnosticism that a person feels contentment for what satisfies the God.

"One prefers pain and another treatment; one prefers unification and another separation. From pain, treatment, union and separation, I like the one that my beloved prefers" (Taher)

Imam Hussein used to order that we, Aba Al-Bayt, do not like or dislike anything by ourselves, we prefer whatever has been preferred for us by the God. We prefer the very path that is determined for us by the God, and when the last arrow hit Aba Abdullah and that blessed floor fell down off the horse on the ground, he ordered: "Rasta yafteske, nishamiya, lamurt, la amouz, a ya, "I'm satisfied with what you [the God] are satisfied with. There is no God for me except you, and you are the savior of the innocents" (Mqonag Mokhaddam:p.357; Ghaghman Z. Kares,p.262).

Imam Sadeq (peace be upon him) ordered "recite the Surah Wa- Al-Fajr" in your Nawafe! because it is the Surah of my ancestor Hussein Ben Ali. They pleaded "why is it the Surah of your ancestor?", His Highness ordered: "the ending Ayat in Surah Wa-Al-Fajr exemplifies Hussein, where it orders "Ya Allah", the end of the contemplation of those destined to die until the resurrection. "I am satisfied with what you, the God, are satisfied with, enter the group of my special servants and enter the heaven of comfort and lying comfortable at the side of the God and as it is stated in this Ayat this rank is dedicated to the special servants of the God. Even, the God does not order "servants of God" rather He orders "my servants that means a servant that only wants me and seeks me".

See for yourself how Hussein's Ashura night elapsed. How much of the night was spend, by Aba Abdulhal, for himself, for retraction, worship, prayer, entreaty to God. Consider how lofty the prayer saying on Ashura's day becomes in its monotheistic, servitude and divinity as well as Gnostic aspects. One of the Imam's assistants says: "you, the son of the god's prophet, it is time for saying prayers. We wish to say our last prayer with you in a group. See, what kind of prayer it was: "In the name of Allah the most compassionate, the most merciful. Thank be to the God of the two worlds". What a magnificent prayer was conducted by Hussein Ben Ali! It was a prayer no similar example of which can be found in the world. He put his sacred face on the hot soil and says "In the name of Allah, and by Allah and on the nation of the Allah's apostle..." (Behar Al-Anwar,v.45,p.53).

From now on, we see Hussein's movement was a Gnostic one, purely for the God, only between Hussein and his God. It is as if nothing else is at work.

Karbala and Love:

The theosophists enumerate three methods for unification with the God. These are the ones that allegedly have never been present on a scene of a battle and fight, they have never taken a sword in their hands and they have never felt the ulcer of a sword on their bodies, they have depicted three ways of reaching to the God:

1. Fearfulness, fear of the God;
2. Cognizance, recognition of the God;
3. Endearment, love for the God.

The endearment and love for the God has been considered as the greatest elixir. Now, the huge lesson we learn from the role-model of all the theosophists, Hussein Ben Ali, is derived from the perfect manifestation of the love on Karbala's scene that is the lesson of being in love, being devoted and this is not only dedicated to the scene of a war. It happens that going under the fire of shells sometimes seems easier. This is what called evanescence in theosophy. Evanescence is not only that the human body becomes completely torn apart. Higher than that is ignoring what one has, evanescence in Allah. Quite similar to His Higness Hussein who put everything he had, even his blessed existence, on a tray of devotion and presented it to his beloved, (Kala'ee,2014,p.35).

"At the very moment that I made an ablation from the spring of love, I cried four times that the God is magnified, all at once, for whatever there is" (Hafiz)

The theosophists' evanescence, and atop of them, Hussein Ben Ali (peace be upon him), is of martyrdom type. In this martyrdom the lover is killed for the beloved and dead for love. This is why the theosophists title this type of evanescence with terms such as murder, martyrdom and burning. Eyn Al-Qozat Hamadani is not a person of war and battlefield, but he says:

"We have asked death and martyrdom from the God, and they have been requested for three less valuable things"

"If our friend does what we have wished for, we have asked for fire, oil and straw mats"

This is the greater jihad. That self-conceit and self-love, the boastfulness before the God, the merciful, the enmities and arrogance should be burnt and eradicated. This is a battlefield in which the arrow man of the opponent's front is the beloved and life. The devotee and the lover is the one who buys this arrow with his body.

"I do not know who hit Hafiz with a lover-killing arrow I just know that blood is dripping from his wet poem" And, this means a martyr of love. This is a battlefield which is always and forever open at any place and time to everyone, old, young, woman and man and martyrdom is possible therein and as put by Mulla Sadra:

"Those who only selected the path of love, they all lied comfortable on the alley of felicity"

"In a battlefield of the two worlds, the defender is the lover, although its army is all martyred" The fact that Hussein Ben Ali (peace be upon him) holds the feast and the carnival of love in a battlefield and in the killing zone makes him unique among all the theosophists and sits him atop of them.

Imam Hussein (peace be upon him) mixes feast with fight, he gets killed by the enemy and at the same time by his beloved. Martyrdom is the very idea of freeing one from oneself and it is the very beautiful lesson learnt by Mowlana from Karbala:

"Where are you, the divine martyrs, the calamity-seekers of Karbala desert!" "Where are you the light-soul lovers, more aviator than the birds flying in the air"

In the same sonnet, another lesson learnt by Mowlana from Hussein Ben Ali (peace be upon him) is that:

"The forms of the world are at the bottom of the sea, you should get rid of the sea floor if you wish to achieve the serenity of the top"

Nothing is comparable to the beloved for a lover. This is why Imam Hussein orders in Arafah prayers that: "I do not know who hit Hafiz with a lover-killing arrow I just know that blood is dripping from his wet poem" And, what has he who does not have you? Achieving the God means emptying oneself, not caring for oneself, martyrdom. One's ego should be killed, because two beloved cannot reside in one heart. This is the lesson taught by Hussein Ben Ali to us. It is easy to say but difficult to practice and it can be accomplished by the ones who are Hussein Followers.

He who thinks of being burnt and burning everything other than him is the fellow of martyrdom and seeks martyrdom. When the love for Hussein appears in us, because he is the countenance of God, the manifestation of God, then the love for God will be glowing in our hearts, it will turn thawing and burning everything other than Him.
Cognizance of Theosophy:
Ashura’s theosophy is, per se, in need of a full-scale gnosia. It is a type of gnosia which makes one become of the same type and experience intuition and tasting. This cognizance of Ashura and the ones present on the day of Ashura makes one enter to a gnosia of the Hussein’s type and an intuition of Karbala and if such a phenomenon happens a metamorphosis, spiritual-Gnostic revolution and a full-scale change, emerges, the reason becomes red, the heart becomes green, the mind becomes white and the entire existential dimensions of the wayfarer turns ethereal, allmighty and divine. This is a theosophy whose calmness is association, its pain is tranquility, its love is spiritual and fragrant and its scent is propitious and soul-refreshing.

A gnosia of the Ashura type needs a complying, unanimous and concordant, wayfarer because harmony and concordance is possible via companionship and accordance with that divine caravan and celestial convoy. In theosophy of the Ashura type one should welcome it by heart and the receiver should fade in theosophy and servitude is rendered meaningful only and only in being with them because that brilliant essence and the talented individuals wishing to experience wayfaring begins in the “indigenous I” towards the “one who has created the skies and the earth, the sacred quintessence of Allah”. In this wayfaring, the traveler experiences how to become the manifestation of the perfection and grandiosity names of God and his biggest veneration is not having power over the natural creatures rather becoming equipped with the divine moralities and being ranked as the sole servant of the God. It is in this theosophy that the wayfarer finds out that the straight path is not a mere concept and a sole theory rather it has been completely implemented in the human beings’ existence and the perfect humans and the divine Imams are exactly the straight path. Due to the same reason the Imams have been introduced as the straight path. Ashura Gnosis needs a guidance lamp and a saving ship that is Imam Hussein (peace be upon him) himself and the real theosophy and servitude is rendered meaningful only and only by them and in being with them because that brilliant essence is both the guider and the navigator of the fellows of the path and the talented individuals wishing to experience wayfaring towards Allah; and, in general, they are the humans’ spiritual fathers in the realm of beliefs, ethics, canonical rules and conducts. And, it is through their recognition and affection and guardianship that the humans become religious and divine and then will become qualified to ascend from material to meaning and find the competence to fly up from the earth to beyond the skies to wit to the God (Rudgar, 2010, pp. 70-72).

CONCLUSION

With a survey of Imam Hussein’s rise and the Ashura gnosia we come to the conclusion that if the humanity flourishes in humans and their God-seeking nature reveals itself they see nothing but God; they seek and want nothing but God, quite the same way that Imam Hussein (peace be upon him), the greatest of the theosophists and lovers and devotees of the beloved alley who put all he had, humbly, on the tray of dedication and presented to the beloved and tied his being with the existence of God and appeared in war armor in the feast of the beloved and his ethereal soul flew from the shambles to beyond the skies and he got to the place he deserved. In doing so, he gave the humanity the lesson that if they want to reach to the ultimate destination, safe and sound, they have to never see anything but God and want and seek nothing but God and they have to spend all the moments of their life for the affairs that make them get closer to the vicinity of the God at any instant so as to acquire a rank of evanescence in Allah.

And, if it is required they have to sacrifice their children, families, comfort, their bodies and heads to preserve the path of God and His way of conduct and for His contention and burn their entire existence like a candle for His munificence and sacrifice themselves with their entire extent of their love and cognizance and more importantly fade away in the God.
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